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About This Game

Meet the continuation of the hardcore platformer Project: R.E.B.O.O.T!
You have to play for the intelligent robot, created by the best scientists for the annual tournament "Project: R.E.B.O.O.T".

The best minds from all the planets are programming their robots each year, which must pass 30 challenging levels, equipped
with deadly traps and various obstacles.

In the game you expect sea hardcore and fun, as well as new, unique locations and a variety of levels.
Also do not forget that your main goal to reach the end and prove to everyone that you are the best!
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Pretty good game to buy for the discounted price. Although it seems like 3D in the trailer the helicopter only moves in one line
but still it is 3D graphics.

There are a few bugs, for example I could not adjust firing mode to manual (playing with controller) which absolutely makes the
last mission impossible to finish in the given time frame for the best reward.

Other than this pretty fun game providing a few hours of excitement.. This is the best VR game!
Full immersion in the atmosphere of the Wild West.
Excellent graphics and nice music!
I recommend to everyone!

Overall Rating: 10/10. A short (3-4h) horror adventure with a really good atmosphere. The story is not that special and there is
just one weapon in the game but overall it's entertaining if you like these kind of horror games. The only con is that it's
sometimes a bit too dark.. Alway clash. Good game but can't play.. chơi cái trò này làm nhờ cơ chế game con undertale khi gặp
con undyne ko khác gì :
nó chung thi con game này cũng hay =)))))))
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One of the greatest mods out there, it simulates the Great War perfectly, with a key focus on creating trenches in key positions.

These trenches are beautifully made, and soldiers can lay ladders on the sides.

With new voice actors, units and abilities, this game feels as if it should have a price too, but it's free, so what's the reason not to
try it out?. Very very very good DLC this is. You must buy it. :P

ALL songs are |Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

"Pride and Joy"|Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

"Texas Flood"|Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

"Cold Shot"|Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

"Scuttle Buttin\u2019"|Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

"Couldn\u2019t Stand the Weather"|Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(Finger) [Eb Standard\/Standard Pitch\/Non Alt scores]

Official Video
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=J9ch0n9zo0A. Why did I buy this game?

Well, the answer is pretty obvious...

...I like Qix clones.

It's actually a little strange. I'm not a fan of the 1981 arcade classic, but I'll put some serious time into its many clones. In my
opinion, the best of the bunch is Gals Pani X. Not only is it ridiculously deep, but all of the bosses have attacks ripped from various
shmups. How cool is that!?

Anyway, Pretty Girls Panic! is modeled after Qix, with a few extra features to appeal to modern audiences, such as online
leaderboards. The goal is to draw lines to fill space, while avoiding evil sea creatures. If an enemy touches the player-character
while they're drawing a line, then it results in a lost life. The same holds true if an enemy touches the line itself.

It's a simple concept, but what makes it interesting is the strategies players come up with. A plan of attack is necessary to obtain high
scores. For example, rather than just randomly draw lines until all of the space is filled, try to "box" enemies in. If you really want
to do some damage, consider building a series of thin walls that go across the entirety of the screen. Not only are you relatively safe
while doing this, the results tend to be awesome. We're talking "45% of the stage in one fell swoop" awesome. All enemies that get
caught in walls are destroyed, and they can be chained for tons of bonus points.

On the downside, the power-ups kinda break the game. If the hero becomes invincible or manages to stop the clock, then they
usually have enough time to create a massive wall that crushes several foes at once. Power-ups randomly appear, so sometimes the
player will simply luck out. The harder stages really pile on the enemies, but it doesn't make that much of a difference. The RNG's
blessing will go a lot further than skill or experience.

While the randomness is a major issue, Pretty Girls Panic! still gets a recommendation. It plays well, the production value is solid,
and it's entertaining enough to last a few hours.. Why is the Unity engine required to emulate a game from 1982? The system
requirements are insane. It's better to get Pac-Man Museum and the DLC.. This is a really fun and immersive game, it is possible to
add the IJN campaign and play the side of the enemy.. its pretty ok, wouldnt recomend though. It has some challenging aspects to it
but everytime you die you have the option of reviving with little cost, this makes defeating bosses insanley easy and the overall game
is every forgiving. its challenges are rather teedeus and most of them you can just skip right through. There is an impressive amount
of levels, though you do not have to play trhough all of them. but with that all said it really does have its charms. its cute, light and
some what fun but it plays a bit slow and is filled with teedus tasks.
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